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DETECTO HAS A WEIGH
WITH BABIES

• Battery Operation
• Long-lasting, Safety-styled Baby Tray
• Lock-in Weight Display
• Color-coded Keypad with Instructions
• Keypad-selectable Pounds/Ounces or Kilograms/Grams
• Standard Serial Outport for Use with Computer or Printer
• Easy Cleanup

Years of experience have gone into creating the latest in accurate, dependable infant

scales . . . DETECTO’s 6730. Designed to be used with utmost ease, this scale can weigh

even the most active baby. With step-by-step instructions right on the keypad, there’s

never any question about what to do next.

Model 6730 Infant Scale



Cardinal Scale reserves the right to improve, enhance and modify features and
specifications without prior notice.
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So Easy to Use -
You’ll Never Get
Rattled!
With all there is to do for a newborn, weighing that

new little bundle shouldn’t be a difficult task.

DETECTO has made it as easy as can be with the

6730 Infant Scale. Plastic tray accepts baby

comfortably and safely. Color-coded keypad features

large “on/off”, “zero” and “lb/kg” buttons, plus step-by-step

instructions, so even a novice can operate the scale with ease.

The 6730 is extremely portable. It operates on “D’-size alkaline or

Ni-Cad batteries. The scale has a lock-in weight feature which

compensates for typical newborn movement. When weight

stabilizes, it is “locked in” and displayed; infant can be removed and

its weight retained until cleared. Special filtering within the

microprocessing system minimizes the effects of movement on the

scale, and the final weight is determined quickly.

DETECTO’s 6730 weighs in pounds and ounces or kilograms and

grams - you decide which by the touch of a button. (Give the parents

the weight in pounds and ounces; record or chart the weight in

metric units.) Seamless plastic tray and sealed keypad enable the

scale to be cleaned and sanitized easily. Automatic turn-off

maximizes battery life, and an added plus is the ability to retrieve the

last scale weight (in case you didn’t record it before the scale turned

off).

The 6730 also is equipped with a standard serial output so it can be

used with a computer or printer to store and record weights.

Consider the 6730 Infant Scale for hospital, physician’s office, clinic

or home. It has the time-proven DETECTO combination of ease of

use, accuracy, speed, versatility and dependability.

Active babies are no problem on DETECTO’s

6730 with lock-in weight display. Scale’s 1”

high LCD’s are easy to read.

Optional label printer (Model P200)

provides documentation of baby’s

weight, for transfer to medical record.

Step-by-step operation instructions are always in view on scale keypad.

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL 6730

Capacity 30 lb x .2 oz, 15 kg x 5 g

Display 5 digits, 1” high LCD’s

Scale Dimensions 23”W x 14”D x 7”H

Tray Dimensions 25.75”W x 12”D at top, tapering to 25.75”W x 9.25” D at bottom

Tray Material White molded plastic

Power Requirements Operates on 8 “D”-size alkaline batteries or 8 “D”-size Ni-Cad 

batteries

Status Indicators Pounds/Ounces, Kilograms/Grams, Weight Lock, Low Battery

Controls On/Off, Zero (used to return to zero or as tare to offset weight of 

blanket or cover), Lb/Kg

Operating Temperature O° to 40° C (32° to 104° F)

Shipping Weight 25 lb

Weight Sensor Strain-gauge load cell

Motion Detector Senses motion on the scale and locks in weight display after 

motion has ceased, or after 5 seconds

Color White front panel with blue accenting, white tray

Options P200 thermal label printer with serial connection cable
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